
Figure 1: In a Mobile Sensing
research app a locally trained
personalized model is explained to
the user, based on their own live
sensing data. The user is included
in the process of data collection
and model development, and made
aware of the hidden information
that can be revealed from digital
footprint data. Here:
Unconspicuous WiFi status data is
highly predictive of the user being
at home.
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Abstract
Data collecting applications today only inform users about
what data is collected directly, but not about what can be
inferred from it. However, awareness of potential inferences
is important from a data privacy perspective, especially as
inferred information has been shown to be applicable for
unethical applications as well. We propose interactive user
involvement in model building: Participatory Model Design
lets users interactively investigate what happens to their
data, to convey which further information could be inferred.
To operationalize such interactive explainability in practice,
we created a prototype that integrates interactive person-
alized model training into a behaviour logging app for mo-
bile sensing research. With our prototype we hope to spark
discussions and further work towards strong direct user in-
volvement in data collection and inference, to increase data
privacy in the age of big data, and to facilitate explainability
and transparency of downstream prediction systems.
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Interaction design the-
ory, concepts and paradigms; •Computing methodologies
→ Philosophical/theoretical foundations of artificial in-
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telligence; •Security and privacy → Human and societal
aspects of security and privacy;

Introduction

Figure 2: Interactively giving
feedback on a locally trained
personalized predictor: In the
middle, a local explanation gives
feedback from the system to the
user, explaining which mobile
sensing features contributed to the
model’s decision. At the bottom,
the user gives feedback to the
system, communicating why the
model falsely concluded that the
user is at home. Here: User states
that the feature WiFi connected is
too general.

Systems that collect data about their users have become
ubiquitous. Smartphone apps collect data about smart-
phone usage, the user’s context and environment [11], web
applications widely track how the user uses them, also in-
cluding their personal preferences within the application’s
domain [4]. Such digital footprint data can fuel powerful arti-
ficial intelligence systems e.g. to predict future behaviour or
characteristics of the user [6].

The purpose of predictions ranges from content personal-
ization and recommendation [5], over adaptive user inter-
faces [15] to research purposes, e.g. in the fields of psy-
chology [16].

With power comes responsibility: Tracking huge amounts of
personal data demands for a good privacy protection con-
cept to reach real transparency. The usual approach has
been to inform the user about who collects and processes
what data. However, with the possibilities which big data
and psychometric modeling enable, that is not sufficient
anymore. People should also be informed about how data
is being used [9]. Therefore the full process of AI systems
should be transparent [14].

Digital footprint data contains a huge amount of (concealed)
information about their users. Using methods of psycho-
metrics and psychological targeting [12], the data can be
exploited for unethical purposes. Targeted advertisements
based on digital footprint data can influence societies and
poses huge challenges to our democracies [7].

Explaining through Interactivity for better Trans-
parency
If users would be more aware of and understand how their
data is leveraged for psychometric modeling, they may less
likely be susceptible to content targeted based on their per-
sonality. By bringing explainability to the process of digital
footprint model building, we think one can increase trans-
parency and an understanding about how psychometrics
work.

To do this we introduce participatory design and interac-
tive explainable AI to data-collecting mobile apps. Instead
of just being observed, users should be included in the
full process of data collection and model building. Beyond
showing what data is collected, it should be explained which
features are extracted and what they are expressing, why
the feature selection decides for certain features, and how
a model can learn to predict a target variable from these in-
puts. Interactivity is therefore well suited, but unfortunately
not very prominent in intelligent systems [1]. Research on
intelligent systems calls for enabling rich feedback from
the user towards the system [10], and interactive machine
learning has demonstrated positive effects on learning [2]
and explainability [8].

The concept of interactive user-involvement as explanations
in XAI is contextually transferable and could be established
as a general XAI technique. We envision more transparent
and thus responsible intelligent systems, by letting users
participate in and interact with data collection and model
building.



Proof of Concept: Interactive Model Building Demon-
strates the Hidden Information in Digital Footprint
Data
To operationalize interactive explainability in practice, we
incorporate it into a Mobile Sensing smartphone app. Our
basis is the PhoneStudy app1, which collects passive sens-
ing data and self-reports in the wild to fuel offline model
building for psychological research [16].

Figure 3: To collect ground-truth
data for mobile model building in
our prototype, the user was asked
to indicate when leaving from /
returning to home via a permanent
notification

In a working prototype we brought the model building to
the client device, allowing the user to train a personalized
model on-device. Features are extracted locally from user’s
live sensing data, and self-reported data is used as predic-
tion target.

In a first experiment we use the binary variable being at
home or not at home as prediction target and basic de-
vice status features as input data. Although this is a triv-
ial example, it demonstrates our concept of mobile model
building with live sensing data to show to users how “hid-
den” information in digital footprint data might be revealed:
The model fitted nearly perfectly on features on the smart-
phone’s WiFi status.

Discussion
Can interactivity boost explainability?
We argue for interactivity – going beyond passive explana-
tions. The literature supports this idea: For example, trying
configurations of learning systems and observing effects is
desired by users of ML systems and could result in a bet-
ter understanding [8] and long-term learning effects. The
effects of absence and presence of specific features on the
model performance could convey their value to the user.
Principles of correctability and rich feedback [10] should be

1https://osf.io/ut42y/, last accessed 7th February 2021

incorporated in ML systems, and be used beyond improv-
ing models. To further inform and evaluate this approach, it
should be studied how such interactivity and user-to-system
feedback affects the understanding of a system: Which in-
sights can be conveyed easier, and which cannot?

Interactive ML for Data Transparency
Transparency is limited in current systems that collect data
for model building: Beyond explaining the user who collects
what data, systems should convey how data can be used
and what can be inferred [9] to reach real transparency. To
implement this, we suggest to include the user in the model
building process. We want to study whether interactively
trying out inference techniques with their own data, thus
experiencing which kinds of predictions can work and which
are more difficult, support real transparency.

Participatory Model Design
In our concept the user is included in the model building
process, rather than just observed [1]. To reach “Partici-
patory Model Design”, inspired by Participatory (Product)
Design, new workflows for research working with user data
should be studied: Can users be involved in the big chal-
lenges, e.g. feature design and selection? Users could
create features they think are predictive for them, try them
out in a local model, refine their features. Finally the re-
searchers collect only a set of individual models and feature
descriptions from their study participants.

Interactivity for Personalized vs. Universal Models
Personalized models can demonstrate predictions about
intra-user variables, such as some status of the user (e.g.
indoor/outdoor, mood, stress, ...). To showcase models that
compare users (inter-user variables) among certain char-
acteristics (e.g. personality) a universal model is needed.
While for a personalized model the full process of training,
evaluation and prediction can be demonstrated live, for uni-
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versal models it is only possible to show predictions using
a pre-trained model. Thus, different concepts of interactiv-
ity have to be designed for both types of models, and their
effects on the user may have to be studied separately.

Make a Difference: Inference Potential and (Unethical) Appli-
cations

Figure 4: Interactivity on
personalized predictors is only
suitable for intra-user variables. To
explain inter-user variables like
personality, we propose to deploy a
pre-trained predictor on the client
device and locally run and explain
predictions using the data collected
by the user’s device.

Users being aware of what can be inferred from their digital
footprints is an important first step. However, to make a dif-
ference with this work we encourage to think beyond: Build-
ing on the outlined interactive explainable mobile sensing
app, it should be studied how it can further be used to "vac-
cine" people against (unethical) applications of personal
data collection: McGuire’s Inoculation Theory [13] proposes
weakened pre-exposure to protect against persuasion. With
The Bad News Game2 the application of Inoculation The-
ory has shown a reduction of susceptibility in the domain of
online misinformation [3]. Similar concepts seem promising
to the domain of targeted content as well. Can we demon-
strate the suggestibility of content that is targeted with per-
sonal data, to empower users to unmask and reluct against
such in the future?

Motivating User Engagement
Our concept is not targeted to a specific user-group, instead
any data generating smartphone user should be encour-
aged to use it. While a short term usage could be motivated
by Gamification techniques (e.g. little challenges or tasks),
we assume that long-term use would require more sophis-
ticated application concepts. Furthermore it should be dis-
cussed whether long-term use is even needed to yield the
desired understanding.

2https://www.getbadnews.com, last accessed 22nd March 2021
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